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Abstra t
Beat tra king is what people do when they tap their
feet in time to musi . We present a software system
whi h performs this task, pro essing musi in a standard digital audio format and estimating the lo ations
of musi al beats. A time-domain algorithm dete ts
salient a ousti events, and then a lustering algorithm
groups the time intervals between events to obtain hypotheses about the urrent tempo. Multiple ompeting
agents tra k these hypotheses throughout the musi ,
with further agents being reated at de ision points.
The output for ea h agent is a sequen e of beat lo ations, whi h is evaluated for its loseness of t to the
data. This approa h to beat tra king assumes no previous knowledge of the musi su h as the style, time signature or approximate tempo; all required information
is derived from the audio data. The system has been
tested with various styles of musi (popular, jazz, and
lassi al) and performs robustly, rarely making errors
in popular musi , and re overing qui kly from errors
in more omplex styles of musi , despite the fa t that
no high level musi al knowledge is en oded in the system. We des ribe several appli ations, in luding musial s ore extra tion and an automati dis jo key that
performs beat mixing in real time.

Introdu tion

Although most people an tap their feet in time with
musi , equivalent performan e on a omputer has
proved remarkably diÆ ult to a hieve. One reason for
this is that these systems have been based only on the
odi ation of high level metri al knowledge. We show
that su h knowledge is se ondary to the beat tra king
task. Just as people an follow the beat of musi without musi al training and without previous knowledge
of the parti ular pie e of musi , so an a omputer program.
We do not attempt to model or des ribe the ognitive me hanisms involved in human rhythm per eption. However we do note ertain features of per eption
whi h motivate an ambitious unsupervised approa h to
the beat tra king problem. Firstly, human rhythm pereption sets its own parameters; the tempo and the
metri al stru ture are not spe i ed to a listener at the
beginning of a pie e, and if they hange suddenly during

the pie e, the per eptual system adjusts within se onds
to the new listening framework. Se ondly, it opes well
with \noise" in the input. That is, deviations from preise timing and variations in tempo do not destroy the
overall per eption of the beat. Thirdly, human per eption is able to ope with syn opation, that is, se tions
of musi where the more salient events are o urring
between the beats rather than on the beat.
In ontrast with these apabilities, omputer musi
software does not normally ope well in these situations. Commer ial sequen ing and trans ription programs usually require the beat to be de lared expli itly
before musi an be pro essed, so that all data an then
be indexed relative to this given beat. Even many resear h systems are limited by the fa t that on e they get
out of syn hronization with the musi , it is very diÆ ult
for them to re over and resume orre t interpretation
of the rhythmi stru ture (Dannenberg 1991). The robustness of human per eption is one feature whi h has
proved diÆ ult to reprodu e in a omputer system.
In this paper, we present a system whi h pro esses
musi al audio signals, estimating the tempo and determining the lo ations of musi al beats. No spe i assumptions are made about the musi being analyzed, so
the system performs robustly, re overing qui kly from
tra king errors. The system has been tested on various
types of popular, jazz and lassi al musi .
The subsequent se tions of the paper ontain a review of related work, then a des ription of the underlying model of musi al timing and the assumptions on
whi h the system is based. The next se tions present
the algorithm for onset dete tion from raw audio data,
followed by the algorithm for tempo indu tion, de ned
as the estimation of the time interval between su essive o urren es of the main rhythmi pulse of the musi . We then des ribe the multi-agent approa h to beat
tra king, whi h is the determination of beat lo ations
(and therefore tempo u tuations) in the light of the
previous tempo estimations. The results from testing
the system with various types of musi are then presented and dis ussed, and the paper on ludes with a
des ription of appli ations of the beat tra king system.

Related Work

A substantial amount of resear h has been performed
in the area of rhythm re ognition by omputer, in luding a demonstration of various beat tra king methods
using a omputer to ontrol a shoe whi h tapped in
time with the al ulated beat of the musi (Desain &
Honing 1994). These systems are diÆ ult to ompare
dire tly, as they make di erent assumptions about the
input format, style and omplexity of the musi .
Mu h of the work in ma hine per eption of rhythm
has used MIDI les as input, whi h ontain ontrol
information for a synthesizer rather than audio data.
MIDI les onsist of sequen es of events, usually orresponding to pressing and releasing keys on a pianostyle keyboard, plus an en oding of the time duration
between su essive events. Stru tural information su h
as the time signature and tempo an also be stored in
MIDI les, but it is usually assumed that su h information is not available to rhythm re ognition programs.
Using MIDI les, the input is usually interpreted as a
series of event times, ignoring the event duration, pit h,
amplitude and hosen synthesizer voi e. That is, ea h
note is treated purely as an uninterpreted event. It
is assumed that the other parameters do not provide
essential rhythmi information, whi h in many ir umstan es is true. However, there is no doubt that these
fa tors provide useful rhythmi ues; for example, more
salient events tend to o ur on stronger beats.
Notable work using MIDI le input is an emulation
of human rhythm per eption (Rosenthal 1992), whi h
produ es multiple hypotheses of possible hierar hi al
stru tures in the timing, assigning a s ore to ea h hypothesis, orresponding to the likelihood that a human
listener would hoose that interpretation of the rhythm.
This te hnique gives the system the ability to adjust to
hanges in tempo and meter, as well as avoiding many
of the implausible rhythmi interpretations produ ed
by ommer ial systems.
Allen and Dannenburg (1990) des ribe a beat tra king system that uses beam sear h to onsider multiple
hypotheses of beat timing and pla ement. A heuristi
evaluation fun tion dire ts the sear h, preferring interpretations that have a \simple" musi al stru ture and
make \musi al sense", although they do not de ne what
they mean by these terms. They also do not des ribe
the input format or any spe i results.
One early proje t on rhythm using audio input was
the per ussion trans ription system of S hloss (1985).
Onsets were dete ted as peaks in the slope of the amplitude envelope, where the envelope was de ned to be
equal to the maximum amplitude in ea h period of the
high-pass ltered signal, and the period de ned as the
inverse of the lowest frequen y expe ted to be present
in the signal. The system was limited in that it required
parameters to be set intera tively, and it was evaluated
only by resynthesis of the signal.
A more omplete approa h to beat tra king of a ousti signals was developed by Goto and Muraoka (1995;
1997b; 1998). They developed two systems for follow-

ing the beat of popular musi in real time. The earlier
system (BTS) used frequen y histograms to nd signifi ant peaks in the low frequen y regions, orresponding to the frequen ies of the bass and snare drums,
and then tra ked these low frequen y signals by mat hing patterns of onset times to a set of pre-stored drum
beat patterns. This method was su essful in tra king
the beat of most of the popular songs on whi h it was
tested. A later system allowed musi without drums to
be tra ked by re ognizing hord hanges, assuming that
signi ant harmoni hanges o ur at strong rhythmi
positions. These systems required a powerful parallel
omputer in order to run in real time.
Commer ial trans ription and sequen ing programs
do not address the issues overed by these resear h systems. They generally require that the tempo and time
signature are spe i ed before the musi is played, and
the system then aligns ea h note with the nearest position on a metri al grid. Re ent systems allow parameterization of this grid in terms of its resolution (the
shortest allowed note length), and adjustment of restri tions on the omplexity of rhythm that an be produ ed
by the system. These systems often produ e implausible rhythmi interpretations, and annot be used in an
unsupervised manner for anything but simple rhythms.

Musi al Timing

Despite the large amount of resear h in time and
rhythm in musi , the beat tra king problem remains
poorly de ned. The reason is that the beat is a subje tive property of performed musi . Formal musi al models tend to be based on the notational representation
rather than performan e (Lerdahl & Ja kendo 1983;
Longuet-Higgins & Lee 1982), and those whi h address
performan e timing do so from the point of view of generation and/or transformation of timing rather than extra tion or explanation of performan e data (Desain &
Honing 1991). We follow (Goto & Muraoka 1997a) in
evaluating the orre tness of the beat tra king system
relative to a subje tive labelling of beat positions.
A theoreti al de nition of beat is a per eived pulse
marking o equal durational units; in pra ti e, the durational units marked o by the onsets of notes on
su essive beats are only approximately equal. Performan e studies have shown that asyn hronies of events
(with respe t to notation and other events) are often in
the range of 20-50ms, in both ensemble situations (Keil
1995) and solo performan es (Palmer 1996). In su h
situations there an be more than one \ orre t" beat
lo ation. However, for a large amount of musi , the
subje tive di eren es in per eived beat are minor, otherwise human a tivities su h as ensemble playing and
dan ing would not be possible. In this study we restri t
our attention to musi whi h has su h an agreed beat,
and rely on the onset dete tion algorithm to hoose the
more salient events as possible beat lo ations. Aural
testing on rms that this method is suÆ ient for the
types of musi we are examining.

Audio Pro essing

In this and the following se tions, we des ribe the stages
of pro essing performed by the beat tra king system.
All of the software is written in C++ and runs on a
Unix platform (Linux or Solaris). The omplete proessing of a song takes about 10 se onds on a urrent
PC, making it viable for use in real time audio appliations, although the software is not urrently designed
for real time use. The input to the system is a digitally
sampled a ousti signal, su h as is found on audio ompa t dis s. The stereo ompa t dis data is onverted to
a single hannel format by averaging the left and right
hannels, resulting in a single hannel 16 bit linear pulse
ode modulated (PCM) format, with a sampling rate of
44.1kHz.
The aim of the initial signal pro essing stage is to
dete t events in the audio data, from whi h rhythmi
information an be derived. For the purposes of this
work, events orrespond to note onsets, that is, the beginnings of musi al notes, in luding per ussive sounds.
By ignoring note durations and o set times, we dis ard
valuable information, but our results justify the present
assumption, that there is suÆ ient information in note
onsets to perform beat tra king.
A time-domain method similar to (S hloss 1985) is
employed for onset dete tion. This method involves
passing the signal through a simple high-pass lter, alulating the absolute sum of small overlapping windows
of the signal, and then nding peaks in the slope of
these window sums using a 4 point linear regression.
Only the more salient event onsets are dete ted with
the method, whi h is ideal for the subsequent task of
tempo indu tion.

Tempo Indu tion

The tempo indu tion se tion of the system determines
a set of hypotheses about the tempo of a given se tion
of musi , whi h may be expressed in beats per minute
(BPM) or in se onds, as the inter-beat interval (IBI).
The algorithm, des ribed further in (Dixon 1997; 1999),
is based on lustering of inter-onset intervals (IOI's).
In the literature, an IOI is de ned as the time between
the onsets of two su essive events, but we extend the
de nition to in lude times between onsets of pairs of
events that are separated by intervening event onsets.
All possible pairs of onsets that o ur within 2.5 se onds
of ea h other are grouped by the lustering algorithm.
Figure 1 shows lustering for ve events (A, B, C, D, E)
into intervals of similar size. For example, luster C1
ontains the intervals AB, BC and DE, while luster C2
ontains AC and CD. Ea h luster is identi ed by its
average interval size.
After grouping IOI's into lusters, a s ore is al ulated for ea h luster, based on the number of IOI's in
the luster. The highly ranked lusters usually orrespond to the beat or small integer multiples or fra tions
of the beat. For example, supposing that C2 represents
the IBI, then C1 represents half of the IBI and C4 rep-
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Figure 1: Clustering of inter-onset intervals
resents double the IBI. Ea h luster's s ore is in reased
for ea h other luster to whi h it is related by a small
integer ratio, and a nal ranking of the inter-beat interval hypotheses is determined.
In previous work, it was found that the orre t tempo
an be indu ed from a 5-10 se ond ex erpt of the musi
with 90% reliability, and by using multiple (or longer)
ex erpts, the reliability qui kly approa hes 100%. In
this work, it does not matter if the initial estimate is
orre t, as multiple hypotheses are he ked in the beat
tra king stage, so that an error in tempo indu tion an
be orre ted at a later time.

Beat Tra king Agents

The tempo indu tion algorithm omputes the inter-beat
interval, that is, the time between su essive beats, but
does not al ulate the lo ation of the beat. In Figure
1, the lustering might determine that C2 represents
the inter-beat interval, but it does not reveal whether
events A, C and D are beat lo ations or whether B and
E are beat lo ations. By analogy with wave theory, we
ould say that it al ulates the frequen y but not the
phase of the beat.
The te hniques used in previous work did not produ e a reliable estimate of phase. The main diÆ ulty
with phase al ulations is that they are extremely sensitive to errors in the inter-beat interval, be ause they
are measured in fra tions of a beat, so any tempo error
is multiplied by the number of beats between events being examined. Also, it is not possible to average phase
values, as the metri al positions of events are unknown
(in the absen e of a musi al s ore), and it would only be
meaningful to average the phases of events if they were
known to o ur in the same relative position within the
beat.
The phase al ulation problem was solved by employing an agent-based ar hite ture to examine multiple hypotheses simultaneously throughout the musi .
The agents are hara terized by their state and history.

Events
Agent1
Agent2
Agent2a
Agent3

Figure 2: Beat tra king agents (see text for details)
The state is the agent's urrent hypothesis of the beat
frequen y and phase, and the history is the sequen e
of beat lo ations sele ted so far by the agent. Ea h
agent is evaluated on the basis of its history, with higher
s ores being awarded for greater regularity in the spa ing between events, greater salien e of hosen events,
and fewer gaps in the sequen e.
Initially, a number of agents are reated for ea h of
the tempo hypotheses from the tempo indu tion stage;
for ea h tempo, one agent is reated for ea h of the rst
few events in the pie e, with its phase set to 0 at the
time of the event onset. A simpli ed example is shown
in Figure 2, where there are 2 tempo hypotheses, and
two starting lo ations. Agents 2 and 3 start with the
same tempo, but di erent phase, while Agent 1 has
a di erent tempo, but same initial phase as Agent 2.
Note there is no need to start an agent with the tempo
of Agent 1 and phase of Agent 3, sin e Agent 1 overs
the se ond event itself.
The main loop of the beat tra king se tion passes
ea h event to ea h agent, whi h ompares the event's
onset time with the predi ted beat lo ation. The agents
have two windows of toleran e, an inner window, within
whi h the agent is sure that the event orresponds to the
predi ted beat lo ation, and an outer window, within
whi h the agent is unsure if the event should be a epted as a beat lo ation. If the event falls in the inner window, it is added to the agent's history, and the
agent's tempo and phase hypotheses are updated. In
the ase that the event falls in the outer window around
the predi ted lo ation, the agent reates a lone whi h
a epts the event as a beat lo ation, while the urrent
agent reje ts the event. In Figure 2, Agent 2 reates
Agent 2a when the 5th event falls in its outer window
of expe ted beat lo ations. This guards against the
urrent beat lo ation being lost due to a rogue event,
whilst also allowing for moderate deviations in tempo
and phase to o ur. When an a epted event is more
than one beat from the previous beat lo ation determined by the agent, the missing beats are lled in by
interpolation (shown by hollow ir les in the gure).
As the agents tra k the beats, a on den e value
is maintained for ea h agent. This value is in reased
ea h time an event is a epted as a beat lo ation. The
amount of in rease depends on the salien e of the event
and its proximity to the predi ted beat lo ation. The

salien e is measured in terms of the amplitude of the
event onset, al ulated on a logarithmi s ale. The
value is then redu ed a ording to the di eren e between the predi ted and a tual beat lo ations, and then
added to the agent's on den e value. The nal on den e value for an agent is al ulated by redu ing the
on den e for ea h beat whi h had to be interpolated,
and normalizing the result so that the agents with a
faster tempo are not advantaged by their greater number of beats.
It often o urs that two or more agents ome to
the same on lusion about the urrent tempo and beat
phase. Sin e these are the only variables that determine
the agent's state (and therefore its future behavior), it
is omputationally advantageous to remove all but one
of these agreeing agents, retaining only the agent with
the highest on den e (that is, with the best s oring
history). In Figure 2, Agent 3 is terminated when its
state oin ides with that of Agent 2a, as indi ated by
the arrow at the 5th event. Removal of dupli ate agents
is performed after ea h event is pro essed. Agents are
also he ked for urrentness, and are removed if they are
unable to nd any event orresponding to a predi ted
beat for some xed length of time.
After the last event is pro essed, the highest s oring
urrent agent is sele ted, and its history is output as the
beat tra king \solution". It is also possible to view a
tra e of the agents and their s ores at ea h event during
pro essing. For aural testing (and demonstrations) of
the system, the musi an also be played ba k or saved
to le with a li k tra k added to it, that is, a per ussion tra k indi ating the positions of beats as dete ted
by the system. In the following se tion, testing methodology is dis ussed, and the results of beat tra king with
various styles of musi are presented.

Results and Dis ussion

Informal testing was performed by listening to the musi with synthesized per ussion strokes (e.g. ow-bell)
played at the beat lo ations omputed by the system.
With this method, it is easy to he k that the tempo
estimation and tra king are approximately orre t, but
it is not a very pre ise form of testing. It is also very
time- onsuming if used repeatedly to test the e e ts of
small adjustments to the system. However, aural testing provides intuition about the situations in whi h the
beat tra ker fails, whi h is useful for determining whi h
aspe ts of the system require further work.
More pre ise testing was performed by omparison
of results with manually al ulated beat positions. The
audio les were examined with standard digital audio
editing software (GoldWave) whi h permits viewing the
data at arbitrary resolution, and playing sele tions at
arbitrary speeds. Beat lo ations were determined for a
number of beats on whi h lear per ussive events o urred. These beat boundaries were then used to interpolate the lo ations of the intervening beats. This
avoided the problem of determining beat lo ations in
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I Don't Remember
A Thing
Dumb Things
Untou hable
Superstition
You Are The Sunshine of My Life
On A Night Like
This
Rosa More~na
Mi helle

Paul Kelly and the
Coloured Girls
"
"
"
"
Stevie Wonder
Stevie Wonder

Mushroom CD 53248

Pop/ro k

Mushroom CD 53248
Mushroom CD 53248
Motown37463-03192-9
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Bob Dylan
Jo~ao Gilberto Trio
Bela Fle k and the
Fle ktones
James Morrison

Jitterbug Waltz

1987

Tempo
range
139-142

Time
sign.
4/4

Results
Tempo Phase
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Pop/ro k
Pop/ro k
Motown
Motown

1987
1987
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4/4
4/4
4/4
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Yes
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Columbia CD 32154

Country
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Jazz Roots CD 56046
Warner 7599-26562-2

Bossa nova
Jazz swing

1964
1991

128-134
180-193

4/4
3/4

Yes
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Part
Part

WEA 9031-71211-1

Jazz waltz

1990

155-175

3/4
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Part

un lear passages, as dis ussed in the previous se tion
on musi al timing.
We now dis uss the results shown above. The two results olumns on the right indi ate whether the highest
s oring agent had the orre t tempo, and whether its
beat lo ations agreed with those al ulated manually
for all (Yes), part (Part) or none (No) of the song.
The rst 3 songs are standard modern pop/ro k,
hara terized by very steady tempo, whi h is learly
de ned by simple and salient drum patterns, similar
to the data used in early audio beat tra king work of
(Goto & Muraoka 1995). In the produ tion of this style
of musi , it is ommon pra ti e for ea h instrument to
be re orded separately, using a metronome tra k for
syn hronization. In this ase one expe ts the performed
beat to be very regular, with only small deviations from
me hani al regularity. The beat tra king system made
no errors on these songs.
The next style examined was Motown/Soul, hara terized by more syn opation, greater tempo u tuations
(5-10% in these examples), and more freedom to anti ipate or lag behind the beat. Despite the greater diÆulty in beat tra king, the omplete songs were tra ked
orre tly.
The Bob Dylan song was more diÆ ult to tra k, beause of his idiosyn rati style of singing and playing
against the rhythmi ontext. Although the beat is
reasonably lear to a human listener, the drums are
not prominent, and there is a mu h lower orrelation
between the on eptual beat and the a tual musi al
events than in the other styles. The beat tra king system tra ked orre tly up to the instrumental se tion after the nal verse, in whi h it lost syn hronization and
tra ked the o -beats (i.e., it ontinued at the orre t
tempo but half a beat out of phase).
The next test involved a live bossa nova performan e
with syn opated guitar and very little per ussion to indi ate beat positions. The song was tra ked orre tly
ex ept in one passage where it went out of phase, but
the error was orre ted within about 10 beats.
The two jazz pie es were hosen for their parti ularly omplex, syn opated rhythms, whi h are diÆ ult
for humans to follow. These pie es also provided exam-

ples of a di erent time signature, swing eighth notes,
and greater tempo variation. In both ases, the highest
s oring agent was able to tra k the majority of the pie e
orre tly, but en ountered phase errors in some parts.
(This was not the rst time that phase errors were enountered. With the salien e al ulation removed, the
system tra ks the whole of I Don't Remember A Thing
at half a beat out of phase.) For ro k musi , the salien e
of events di erentiates the beat from the o beat at most
points in the musi . This is not true in jazz, where the
o beat is often a entuated for long periods of time, so
the system requires an alternative way of hoosing the
orre t path through the data.
Finally, a lassi al pie e was tested, the third movement of Mozart's Piano Sonata in C major (KV279).
The system lost syn hronization several times, tra king
the o -beats rather than the beats, due to large tempo
variations and the system's la k of musi al knowledge
for distinguishing between beats and o -beats. Note
that the beat tra king system is not equipped with musi al knowledge | no notion of o -beats or expe ted
rhythmi patterns has been programmed into it. Its
apparent musi al intelligen e omes from patterns in
the data, without any high-level knowledge or reasoning (Brooks 1991). Apart from the simpli ity of this
approa h, a great advantage is that the system is quite
robust, and generalizes well to di erent styles of musi ,
as long as there is a salient beat. In order to disambiguate omplex or ambiguous rhythmi patterns, the
system will need sour es of musi al knowledge other
than timing of events; these are not presently available
to it. In urrent work, we are examining a spe ialization
of the system for solo piano musi whi h will in orporate a level of musi al and stylisti knowledge with the
aim of extra ting the s ore from performan e data.

Con lusion

We have des ribed a beat tra king system whi h analyses a ousti data, dete ts the salient note onsets, determines possible inter-beat intervals and then employs
multiple agents to nd a sequen e of events whi h represents the beat of the musi . The system su essfully

tra ks the beat in most popular musi , but makes some
phase errors when presented with extremely omplex
rhythms or musi with large tempo deviations. Even in
these situations, the performan e is quite robust, with
the system re overing from its errors and resuming orre t tra king after a short period.
Unlike previous audio beat tra king systems whi h
required a large parallel omputer (Goto & Muraoka
1998), our system has modest requirements, pro essing
a song in under 10 se onds on a urrent personal omputer, leaving suÆ ient resour es for real time appli ations using the beat tra king system as one omponent.
One su h appli ation is an automati dis jo key
(DJ), whi h plays a list of songs, ross-fading between
the songs so that the beats of su essive songs are synhronized (beat-mixing). Another appli ation whi h is
urrently being pursued is that of a s ore extra tion
system. This appli ation uses MIDI input rather than
audio, and the system's job is to make \musi al sense"
of the performed rhythm. The nature of this problem
is di erent, in that we seek a musi al explanation for
every event, whereas the urrent system ignores events
whi h are determined not to lie on the beat. MIDI input also fa ilitates the use of other knowledge from the
data, su h as duration, pit h, repeated melodi patterns
and musi al voi e, as well as external musi al knowledge
on erning, for example, the use of ornaments. It is still
an open problem how su h details an be extra ted reliably dire tly from audio data. A further appli ation
of beat tra king, and one whi h requires reliable re ognition of pit h and duration of notes, is an automati
musi trans ription system, that is, a system whi h produ es musi al s ores dire tly from audio data.
The use of manual beat tra king for evaluation of
the system limits the amount of testing that an be
performed, but is ne essary when analyzing performed
musi . It would also be useful to perform a study of
beat tra king in syntheti ally generated musi , where
the variations in tempo and onset times ould be ontrolled pre isely, and performan e ould be evaluated
automati ally.
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